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Priyanka At VillaMix To Cheer Nick Jonas
BRaSILIa: Priyanka Chopra was in
attendance to support singer Nick Jonas as he performed for the crowd at
the VillaMix Festival, here. The actress
also shared a video from the concert
on her Instagram story writing “Him”
alongside the clip and adding a heart
eyes emoji.
While watching Jonas perform onstage at the VillaMix Festival in Brazil
on Saturday, the actress, 35, let the
world know exactly what she thought
of the musician’s performance, reports people.com.
as the two made their relationship
Instagram oicial earlier this week,
the “Chains” singer shared a video of
Priyanka laughing and smiling on his
Instagram Story. Using the same emoji, he simply captioned the clip: “Her.”
Chopra, who was wearing a sparkly top that showed of just a hint of
her midrif, was also spotted smiling
throughout the show as she documented some of the musical moments on her phone.
The two recently jetted of to Brazil

after spending a week together in India, where they attended aksha ambani and Shloka Mehta pre-wedding
bash. During their stay in India, Priyanka also called the “Jealous” singer
one of her “favourite men,” snapping a
picture of him on the beach.
Priyanka also used their getaway
to introduce Jonas to her mother

Madhu. “They’re very happy,” a source
close to the couple told people.com
at the time, adding, “It’s getting serious.”
Prior to their overseas trip, the actress accompanied Jonas to his cousin
Rachel Tamburelli’s wedding in New
Jersey, according to photos obtained
by the Daily Mail.

Sonali Bendre Battling ‘High Grade’ Cancer
MUMBAI: Actress Sonali Bendre on
Wednesday shared that she has been diagnosed with a “high-grade cancer”, and
is undergoing treatment in New York.
Ever since the actress posted the news
about her health on Twitter and Instagram, prayers and wishes have been
pouring in for the actress from the ilm
fraternity.
In a long post, Sonali said: “Sometimes, when you least expect it, life
throws you a curveball. I have recently
been diagnosed with a high grade cancer
that has metastised, which we frankly
did not see coming.
“A niggling pain led to some tests,
which led to this unexpected diagnosis.
My family and close friends have rallied
around me, providing the best support
system that anyone can ask for. I am
very blessed and thankful for each of
them,” she added.
The actress, who made her debut in
the Hindi ilm industry with “Aag” in
1994, recently stepped down from judging a reality TV show “India’s Best
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Who played Amisha
Patel’s mother in ‘Yeh
Zindagi Ka Safar?’
ANSWER
Dramebaaz”. Actress Huma Qureshi
stepped into her shoes.
And this seems to be the reason behind her exit from the show. She is undergoing treatment in New York, and
is optimistic about the future. Sonali is
married to producer Goldie Behl. They
have one son Ranveer together.
“There is no better way to tackle this,
than to take swift and immediate action...What has helped has been the immense outpouring of love and support

I’ve received over the past few days,
for which I am very grateful. I’m taking this battle head on, knowing I have
the strength of my family and friends
behind me,” she added.
The news shocked stars, who took to
Twitter to express their views.
Sonali has starred in ilms like “Diljale”, “English Babu Desi Mem”, “Duplicate”, “Major Saab”, “Sarfarosh”,
“Kal Ho Naa Ho” and “Hum Saath Saath Hain”.
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